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The use of labels to identify products has been around for the last 130 years. Over this time the
labels have change from just paper labels to pressure sensitive labels. 

In the same time the design, the amount of colors, and the complexity has dramatically changed as
well. To find a good Label Printing and Packaging company they must have innovated and
developed production processes on the different types of labels.

Because Labeling  and Packaging is an important component in describing the consumer product 
you will need : custom labels, flexible packaging or security printing  concepts  to be in place in
order to be successful in marketing your product. 

The printing flexibility given to you by the print company should  reduce inventory levels and
improve cash flow by ordering smaller runs compared to traditional wide web converters.  Let the
printing company  reduce your overall costs with increased efficiency in your Labeling and Packing
process.

Due to the increase of fraudulent activities the need of having security measures in place is
essential. For all companies it takes many years and money to build their brand recognition and
reputation. As your Label printing and Packaging company, it is vital that they understand the
importance of protecting clients reputation by designing and implementing a comprehensive security
label packaging print program to prevent fraudulent activities.

Finaly look for expandability such as Enterprise resource planning (ERP) information system in
order to take care of all the business activities from the placement of purchase orders-to the
production process-to the delivery of the finish product. You can find more information at
www.ElcoIndustries.com
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